A Coming Financial Crash
Here's What Intel Sources Tell Me is Actually
About to Happen (Mike Adams)
Posted October 20, 2022 on Brighteon.com

NOTE: Mike Adams is the creator of Brighteon.com (a Christian
alternative to YouTube), the creator and host of NaturalNews.com, a
food scientist, inventor, author, and a Christian. Each week he
interviews several people in key positions and organizations and
shares these interviews on naturalnews.com and Brighteon.com.

“I have to share with you what guests and hosts say after we
have an interview. Part of it is they are cautious about what they
say publicly, because they don’t want to say something that they
cannot completely verify. And part of it is after the interview is over,
they will say: “Oh by the way, there is one more thing…”, and then
they will share with me another key insight.
These are individuals in key positions, or individuals who know
people in key positions in our government and the private sector, who
have insight that the public does not have. In addition, sometimes I
receive information from people in agencies who want the public to
know what is going on. The following are key insights I gleaned from
these important individuals:

They don’t see the stock market surviving past November or
December of this year without a drop of 50% or more.
In addition, some large banks will fail, and perhaps be
merged with other large banks.
A major financial correction is coming and appears
imminent. We are very, very close to this happening.
We are very close to the end of this monetary system. And in order for
those who created these crimes and money looting to cover their
tracks of the crimes they got away with, they have to have a bigger
crisis, such as a world war.

This is why the United States is provoking Russia into attacking the
United States, and also trying to provoke China into attacking the
United States.
That was the entire point of the recent executive order from Biden to
undermine and destroy the Chinese semi-conductor industry, which
basically annihilated China’s semiconductor industry overnight.
I have compared that to the U.S. Navy’s embargo of energy shipments
into Japan that provoked Japan into attacking the U.S. at Pearl
Harbor. That was a way to get Japan to attack the United States so the
U.S. could claim victim and get massive popular support to oppose
Japan in the war.
So it could be that our banking problems would be the least of our
problems, because we will be in an escalating world war at the same
time.

The financial system is in deep, deep trouble, and the tipping
point of financial collapse is almost here. It will probably
start in Europe, then Japan, then affect the U.S. stock
markets, bond markets, and real estate. Then the dollar will
fall, which could take place sometime next year.
We are likely to see the U.S. stock market get hit very hard
really soon, within a matter of weeks. This would be followed
by, if the markets go low enough, systemic banking failures.
Are we going to make it to election day? I don’t know. It is still a
couple of weeks out, and there is a lot the deep state could do to try
to cancel the election.
The executive order attacking the Chinese semiconductor industry is
very similar to the cancellation of Russia from the SWIFT intercontinental banking system, another act of war [that took place
months before Russia’s invasion of Ukraine]. And it is putting China
in a position where it will have to lash out to end the economic
suffocation of its semiconductor industry, which is one of its major
industries.

To wrap this up, people who just listen to mainstream media
are unaware of everything we just covered, and may be

destroyed by the financial collapse that is coming. Many, if not
most will lose their bank accounts, they will lose the value of the
currency they now hold, they will lose their jobs in many cases, and
they will be destroyed by scarcity and price inflation in groceries,
gasoline, and all of the essential goods that people have to have in
order to survive.

Those who have good information, such as what you are
receiving here, you have the ability to look ahead and
prepare. You will be ready to move your finances from a failing bank
to a solvent bank, like a smaller local bank for example, or some other
asset holding that isn’t subject to currency collapse [such as gold or
silver].

You will have a forewarning here [Mike Adams’ “Health
Ranger Reports” and interviews on brighteon.com] in
everything that I do, and guests that I interview, and articles
on naturalnews.com. For a financial collapse that is working
through the system, you may have two weeks to two months advance
warning, compared to when the masses totally panic. And that’s
enough. You can do things during that period of time that can save
you.
So stay tuned to my podcasts. I am Mike Adams, the Health Ranger.
Stay tuned to my podcast at naturalnews.com and my situation
updates on brighteon.com. There is a lot more coming, and check
daily, because you may have only a couple of days warning and you
may have to move very, very quickly.
So God bless you. I am going to do my best to keep you informed.
And we will get through this together. We are not going to die, and we
are not doomed, so don’t ever think doom and gloom.

Global Reset Survival Guide
A global reset is coming, and that’s why I created a Global
Reset Survival Guide. You can download it for free in MP3
format, or the text in pdf format, by subscribing to the natural
news newsletter. Just go to globalreset.news. It is my gift to
you, simply because I want like-minded people to survive.

Some Related Articles
NOTE: Remember Amos 3:7 – the Lord never does anything before
first warning His people.

Are the Elite Taking Out Diesel on Purpose? How
Important is Diesel to the USA?
• “Between now and the end of November, if we don’t

build inventories, the wolf will be at the door. And it will
look like a big ugly wolf if it’s a cold winter.” Tom Kloza,
Global Head of Energy Analysis at OPIS.

• God, family, and diesel – it is that important.
• 75% of diesel engines power 75% of commercial trucks, that
move freight, and 70% of diesel engines move almost 70% of the
nation’s freight tonnage.
• The U.S. has just 25 days of diesel supply, the lowest since
2008.

• Diesel is the fuel of the economy. Without diesel, the
supply chains would collapse, and things simply
wouldn’t work. And our military operates on diesel.
• The war on diesel is underway, to destroy the economy
of the United States. I think they are doing it by design.
• If they shut down diesel. I highly suggest you buy
seeds, a King James Bible, and pray for this ministry.
Gas will become more valuable than gold, probably not
more than food.
• When the shortage happens, are you ready? Do you
have what you need? Are you walking with the Lord?

Gas Gang Dream in 2021 – Diesel Inventory is
Low
Posted by 444 Prophecy News on 2022/11/02

I had a dream in 2021 (when gas was cheap) of a gas gang that would
steal big tankers. Upon reflection, this diesel shortage is all by

design and true order out of chaos. Diesel is a key of a
healthy USA economy.
Diesel Shortage Could Shut Down Everything
Everything in the USA runs on diesel and when diesel goes,
the USA goes with it. Grocery stores have two-to-three-day
supply of food. In these troubling times, gas / diesel will be
precious commodity only second to food.
Biblical Point of View
I think the limited diesel supply (only 25 days of supply) is Seal 3 / 4
priming [the Black Horse and Pale Horse of Revelation 6]. The USA
military runs on diesel and we have been giving many of our strategic
missiles to Ukraine. From many dreams and evidence, we are getting
primed to be invaded by China, Russia, and Cuba and overthrown
from within.

CRASH Incoming
Posted by Cryptic1 on 2022/11/02

America and the world at large are on the verge of a financial
collapse and it is only a matter of time before the bubble
bursts.
I came across a video by Gold 2020 Forecast, Bo Polny titled
“November Military Conflict?! Financial Collapse?! Pride will be
‘THEIR’ Downfall! Bo Polny” 10.31.22. Excerpt follows.
“We’re in a year of Jubilee. God’s promised that He’s going to take
down the dollar. God’s Word does not come back void…We’re about
to witness destruction of debt. All of this is about to blow

up…It’s going to be very ugly, it’s going to be very bad for a
lot of people…We have told people to buy water, extra water,
extra food, hold God’s money [gold and silver].
Haggai 2:8 ‘Silver and gold is Mine’ says the Lord.
We’re at a point in time where we’re just we’re about to witness God’s
glory – that overturning of the financial system. Something

incredible is supposed to go down in the month of
November. So we’re going to have a market collapse which is
the stock markets, followed by the effect of what the
agreement was in Saudi Arabia [the abandonment of the
petrodollar, in which countries who want to buy oil have to
buy them in dollars] which will crash the U S dollar.
Three bullet points:
• Number One is God’s got this [so draw close to the Lord
for His comfort, guidance, and peace].
• Truth Number Two is you need to immediately if you
haven’t done so – get to a local Costco or store – you
load up on water, extra food, toiletries…that you might
need for a period of time just so when the chaos hits
because chaos is coming. Because when this goes
down there’ll be riots.

• Thirdly, if you do have financial means – the financial
system’s about to break. So if you haven’t purchased
precious metals and you have the means to do it maybe
you should. I’m not giving financial advice I’m just
saying if you have financial means…maybe you should
have some precious metals.
Because not everybody does have the means and it’s okay but the
point is God’s positioning His army.’
“The wealth of the sinner is stored up for the righteous.”
Proverbs 13:22
“A good man leaves an inheritance to his children’s children, but the
wealth of the sinner is stored up for the righteous.” Proverbs 13:22

The Grand Pop – the Economy is About to Pop
Posted by 444 Prophecy News on 2022/10/30
Obadiah 1:15
15 For the day of the LORD is near upon all the heathen: as thou hast
done, it shall be done unto thee: thy reward shall return upon thine
own head.
During my time of prayer today, I felt an extreme heaviness upon me.
The Lord spoke this word to me:

My son, SHOUT THIS WARNING now to My body. SHOUT
THIS WARNING to this nation.
My son, the ECONOMY IS ABOUT TO POP! You will have no
money, the banks will be closed, the ATM’s will be dark.
THERE WILL BE NO LAUGHING.
WAR IS ABOUT TO POP! In an instant of time, things will go
from normal to insane. Blood will flow in the streets. NO ONE
WILL BE LAUGHING.

See Urgent! Russia at DEFCON 2, Orders All Bomb Shelters
in Moscow Open, Doctors & Nurses Now on Duty!
The EARTH IS ABOUT TO POP! Great cataclysmic events will rock all
people. Earthquakes so strong, you will not be able to stand. Floods
so deep, all houses will be covered. Winds so strong, that the mighty
trees are blown over. Fires so hot, that everything turns to ashes.
ARE YOU LAUGHING NOW?

I say, REPENT NOW, for you do not know where you will be
when it POPS!
REPENT NOW, have your heart and house in order. I SHOUT
REPENT NOW, for I weep for all My children that are not
ready.
My son, the JUDGMENT BALLOON IS READY TO POP, and
this nation, this church and its people will feel it the worst.
BRACE YOURSELVES, MY REMNANT — IT IS READY TO
POP, AND YOU ARE READY TO LEAD.

More Related Articles
Hell is Coming, and Famine is Coming With It
The Day That EUROPE DIED – BASF Announces “Permanent” Output
Reductions That Will Set Off Catastrophic Supply Chain Collapse for the
Western World
Diesel fuel supplier issues “code red” alert for Southeast U.S. as diesel
supplies plummet, threatening transportation
Warning! Diesel Crisis Could Soon Crash Entire U.S. Economy
2 Catastrophic Things Are About to Happen to Our Supply Chain in
November
Barges “dead in the water” in drought-stricken Mississippi River;
supply chains collapsing
The First ‘Too Big To Fail’ Bank Credit Suisse Suffers One or More
Bank Runs as Collapse of Trust in the Financial System Expands

The Economic ANNIHILATION of Europe
We Are Going To See Energy Prices Go Absolutely Nuts This Winter
Just As We Plunge Into A Horrifying Global Economic Crisis
Serious Mega-drought and Famine of Biblical Proportions Has Begun
$2.5 Quadrillion Disaster Waiting to Happen – Egon von
Greyerz

How to Prepare
Seek Me First and My Righteousness
Posted by 444 Prophecy News on 2022/09/07

Matthew 6:33: But seek first the kingdom of God and his righteousness, and all
these things will be added to you.

There Is No Escaping This
Posted by 444 Prophecy News on 2022/02/03
https://444prophecynews.com/there-is-no-escaping-this-lynne-johnson/

Little Time Remains – Glynda Lomax
Posted by Glynda Lomax on 2022/02/23
https://444prophecynews.com/little-time-remains-glynda-lomax/

Little time remains for My children to prepare. Some of you
are being prepared to be called home to Me. Others of you
will remain a while longer that you may lead lost souls into
My Kingdom.
• Many of you still play at worldly pursuits, as if there is
much time remaining. For you it will be most difficult on
that day when you awake to find your world will never
be the same again. You have not heeded My warnings,
nor made any preparations, not tried to understand.
• For My children who are preparing, come aside with Me.
Sit in My presence and wait. I will instruct you.
“A prudent man foresees the evil, and hides himself: but the simple
pass on, and are punished.” Proverbs 22:3

Be Like the Squirrel
Posted by 444 Prophecy News on 2021/09/29

Finally, we are not to fear, but to seek our Lord with humility
and boldness, knowing that He can give us peace, guidance,
and joy, regardless of circumstances.
“Fear not, for I am with you; Be not dismayed, for I am your
God. I will strengthen you, Yes, I will help you, I will uphold
you with My righteous right hand.” Isaiah 41:10
To God be the glory
Mark Peterson

